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NEW QUESTION: 1
When collecting a query parameter (cid) to store in a prop,
which syntax is correct?
A. s.prop3 -s.ntil,getquery,Parameter('cid');
B. s.prop3 --s.Util,getQuery,Parameter('cid');
C. s.prop3 -s.Util,getQueryParam('cid');
D. s.prop3--s.Util,GetQueryParam('cid');
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario:
There are two call control systems in this item.
The Cisco UCM is controlling the DX650, the Cisco Jabber for
Windows Client, and the 9971 Video IP Phone.
The Cisco VCS and TMS control the Cisco TelePresence MCU, and
the Cisco Jabber TelePresence for Windows.
After adding SRST functionality the SRST does not work. After
reviewing the exhibits, which of the following reasons could be
causing this failure?
A. The Cisco UCM is pointing to the wrong IPv4 address of the
BR router.
B. Device Pool cannot be default.
C. The SRST enabled router is not configured correctly.
D. The router does not support SRST.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
While working on the configuration of your client, you uncover
that the ASNs will always have the correct serial number
information interfaced upfront and your client trusts the ASN
Information. Your client also needs the serial number
information to get into WMS Cloud when the items are received
from POs.
Which three actions do you need to take, assuming th3t item A
Is serial-tracked?
A. Create the Serial Number barcode type.
B. Set item A's require serial number parameter to "Required,
don't Validate".
C. Set the company parameter serial._number_tracp;ing_level to
2.
D. Set item A's require serial number parameter to "Required,
validate and allow user override".
E. Create the IB Container barcode type.
Answer: C,D,E
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